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MINUTES OF MEETING WORKSHOP POLICY AND HYDRALAB+

VENUE

Hotel Mercure Stare Miasto Gdansk
Tuesday 20 September 2016, 13:30 – 17:00 hrs.

Attendees

See list of participants Appendix 1

INTRODUCTION

Policy makers are key stakeholders for the HYDRALAB+ project. The HYDRALAB+ research is meant
to support policy makers in their decisions with respect to climate change adaptations. The
experiments carried out in environmental hydraulic facilities need to provide the crucial scientific
evidence to contribute to well accepted water management and flood risk policy.

HYDRALAB+ is a pan European collaboration to develop and to improve experimental modelling and
research to address climate change adaptation. HYDRALAB+ is a European Community’s Horizon
2020 Programme project.

Climate change is urging countries to look for ways to adapt to this phenomenon. More extreme
conditions, increased variability and long-term effects are expected. Nature based solutions in flood
risk management often appear to be economically interesting for the long-term. Eco-engineering is
coming up. A more integral approach of hydraulics, morphology and biology is needed. New
measuring technics and data collection and exchange are essential.

Experimental modelling and facilities need to be developed and improved to address effectively the
challenges associated with climate change adaptation. The aim is to know how climate change
aspects can be reliably represented in the physical experiments including system complexity and
non-linear interactions.

During the 2nd HYDRALAB+ Event in Gdansk a dedicated workshop has been organized to engage
more directly with people involved in policy development and implementation. The representatives
have been requested to give a brief presentation including:
- An outline of the climate change adaptation developments going on
- An example of climate adaptation
- How HYDRALAB+ can increase the impact of results from physical modelling on policy makers’

decision making processes?
The second half of the workshop offered the opportunity for discussion.

Invited guests
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The HYDRALAB+ management team selected 5 geographically spread countries of which guests
(involved in policy development and implementation) have been invited to participate in the
workshop Policy and HYDRALAB. With the cooperative support of the HYDRALAB+ partners out of
these countries the following representatives have been invited and contributed to the workshop.

Nr Country Name Organization
1 Poland

(Greg)
Mrs. Anna
Stelmaszyk-
Świerczyńska

Director of the Maritime Office in Gdynia; Ministry of
Maritime Economy and Inland Navigation

2 Poland Mr. Henryk Jatczak Deputy Director, Department of Water Resources
Management of the Regional Water Management Board
in Gdańsk area.

3 Romania Mrs. Camelia Tuzlaru Danube Delta Biosphere Administration

4 Romania Mr. Cristian Cosma Danube Delta Biosphere Administration
5. Spain Mrs. Riansares

Toledano Gutiérrez
Head of the Demarcación de Costas en Catalunya
(Barcelona)

6 Spain Mr. Francesc Xavier
Berga Vayreda

General Subdirector Costes I Acció Territorial,
Departament Territori i Sostenibilitat

7 UK Mrs. Eleanor Blundell Advisor Environment Agency
8 Netherlands Mr. Roeland Hillen Project Director Flood Protection Programme; Ministry

of Infrastructure and Environment

Presentation highlights

The Power Point presentations have been copied in Appendix 1.

Mrs. Anna Stelmaszyk-Świerczyńska
and Mr. Henryk Jatczak from Poland
explain the flood risk management
plans which are in use for the Polish
coast. Flood risks have been
estimated and a flood risk level of
1% is used as a standard.  Marine
and inland waters flood risk maps
have been developed by which
hotspots have been derived to work
on with priority. Type of measures
and activities recommended for the
flood risk management plan are
reconfiguration of flow control
structures like groins in the Vistula
River, construction of flood gates,
redesign of the Vistula River mouth, construction of ice-breaking vessels, construction of pumping
stations, redesign of levees and redesign of river and canal beds.
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The presentation of Mrs. Camelia Tuzlaru and Mr. Cristian Cosma showed the enormous plans to
develop the Danube Delta Biosphere
Reserve. The Danube Delta Biosphere
Reserve has been established in 1990
and represents a surface of 580,000
hectares. The objectives are to conserve
and to protect the existing natural
heritage as well as the sustainable use of
natural resources. An integrated
monitoring system includes a data
obtaining system and data management
system.  Data monitoring includes the
following domains: climate, air quality,
hydrology, hydrobiology, water quality,
soil quality, biodiversity, natural
resources, economic activities and
human population. Efforts are made to
develop integrated hydrological models
and modelling 2D and 3D hydrodynamic
simulations of the lakes. The scientific
community is requested to support the
development of the hydrological model
and to advise on habitat reconstruction.
Policy development and management
need a realistic view of the probable

impacts of climate change and human interventions on the evolution of the Danube Delta
ecosystems.

Mr. Vincente Gracia explains on behalf of Mrs. Riansares Toledano Gutiérrez the plans to prepare
the Spanish Mediterranean coast against storms due to climate change. Spain has 2000 kilometres of
beaches and 1271 kilometres of lying coast. More than 35% of the Spanish population live in the
coastal area. Economic activities in the coastal area are important for Spain. Around 10 million of
tourists visit the coastal areas.
Adaptation to climate change is
necessary. Problems are:
Limited sediment sources,
storm impacts and backshore
land use interaction. As part of
the Strategy for Climate Change
Adaptation various activities
have been started like
systematic monitoring of the
coast, construction of various
structures to maintain the
coastline and further research,
in which much attention is paid
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for nature based solutions. The result of research is one of the important inputs for policy
development weighing the pros and cons.
Mr. Francesc Xavier Berga Vayreda explains the condition of the Catalan beaches. Based on data
from 1995-2005, 29% of the 250 kilometres of Catalan beaches is eroding more than 1,5 m per year.
Next steps in Coastal
Planning are (among
others) the
incorporation of
measures to adapt to
climate change
effects according to
established
strategies and
policies and the
setting of precise
and sound criteria on
investment priorities
within the territorial
scope of the Coastal
Management Plan.

Mrs. Eleanor Blundell of the UK Environment Agency provides an insight of the flood and coastal risk
management approach in the UK. Future climate
risks have been assessed: More river flooding,
more surface water flooding, rising sea levels,
accelerated coastal erosion. This resulted in an
investment programme 2015-2021 of 2,3 billion
GBP to reduce risk of flooding and coastal erosion.
People are invited to participate in flood risk
management workshops to make them aware of
risks and possible solutions. The selected
approaches in climate change adaptation are

resilience & integration, resilient asset design
and realignment & relocation. The following
is of importance to influence the decision
making process with research: Knowing the
audience; accessible information;
understandable outputs; clear mapping; clear
visuals; non-technical summary and how will
this help (context). In the UK the future
projects (and potentials for physical
modelling) are about mixed beaches, wave
overtopping calculation methods, long period
wave modelling, intertidal habitats and flood and coastal erosion risk benefits.
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Mr. Roeland Hillen presented briefly the history of flood defence policy in the Netherlands resulting
in the actual approach and new safety standards. Instead of reacting to the last storm flood events,
the Dutch are now looking ahead 100 years without waiting for a disaster. The government
approved the so called Flood Protection Programme raising the investments to 1,000 million EURO
per year in 2020.

Research need to focus at managing uncertainties (which always will appear), understanding flood
defence failure mechanisms and flexible and resilient (nature based) solutions. Real scale pilots and
monitoring are encouraged to validate laboratory research and numerical modelling. Often the
policy decision process cannot wait for long term research and final results. Interim results including
associated uncertainties will be useful (“less is more”).

Summary of discussions

The invited guests and participants in the workshop have been requested to discuss the information
presented by the representatives of Poland, Romania, Spain, UK and the Netherlands and to discuss
which recommendations can be given to the research community of HYDRALAB+ to make their
results more useful for policy development and implementation.

The group was splitted into three sub groups, each guided by a facilitator. The guidance given by the
facilitators Dr. James Sutherland (HR Wallingford), Dr. Adrian Stanica (GeoEcoMar) and Prof. Dr.
Agustín Sanchez Arcilla (UPC) have been appreciated very much. Attention has been paid to the
following questions:
1. How can we increase the use and impact of physical modelling results on policy development?
2. Which timescales and climate change scenarios does HYDRALAB+ have to consider from a policy

development point of view?
3. Uncertainties are common in complex research. But how do we have to deal with uncertainties

feeding the policy makers decision process?

Summarizing the conclusions of the discussions:

Group 1 (Facilitated by Dr. James Sutherland)

- There are many similarities between the issues facing countries, such as Poland and Spain, as
well as the data and tools used to address them.  International collaboration and the sharing of
ideas can therefore be of benefit to many organisations and countries.

- There is a move in some countries towards working with natural processes (also known as green
engineering/infrastructure, building with nature, nature and nature-based solutions etc.).  This
requires knowledge that HYDRALAB+ has on sediment transport processes, the interaction of
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vegetation with sediments, the reduction of flood risk due to having mud/sand/vegetation in
front of a hard defence, etc.  These include combined schemes, such as the structure + sediment
schemes are being developed in Poland and other countries.

- Schemes should be designed for the project lifetime. For example, a design might be for 50 years,
including 50 years of climate change (probably with more than one scenario).  However there is
a move away from designing hard structures to last 50 or 100 years with little intervention and
towards designing schemes with natural elements that will evolve dynamically.  Such schemes
will require adaptive management.

- Working with natural processes is seen as potentially leading to flexible and resilient solutions,
which are increasingly being viewed positively.  It also introduces new criteria to be considered,
including visual impact, habitat creation, carbon capture and recreation.

- HYDRALAB+ participants are in a position to provide additional sets of test results to improve
understanding of such schemes and to start to introduce new elements, such as vegetation or
geo-tubes, which were not normally considered in the laboratory in the past.

- The ‘strength’ of such schemes and their probability of failure is a lot less well known than, for
example, the failure criteria of hard defences.  This means that we have to develop our
understanding of the uncertainty in our results.  We need to be able to quantify uncertainty
better and we need to be able to communicate it better to non-specialists.

- Communication with non-specialists goes far beyond traditional journal papers.  It can involve
engaging with stakeholders in the design of an experiment, so that they know what you are
trying to do.  You can also take the opportunity to find out what is important to them.  It might
involve an open day, so that they see the experiments happening.  And it will involve a different
means of presentation, so that they can relate to results.  Showing visual outcomes is
recommended.  For example, when considering overtopping of a structure on the coast, a non-
dimensional graph of overtopping rates is unlikely to mean much to a stakeholder.  Videos of
low, medium and high overtopping events are likely to make much more of an impression.

- Policy making is political.  Experimenters are therefore encouraged to discuss what they are
hoping to achieve with policymakers.

- Additional processes, such as the effect of rainfall on cliff failures and the effect of water
extraction on subsidence, are being recognised and the future climate is likely to produce more
extreme conditions.  Laboratories will need to investigate a wider range of processes and a
wider range of extreme events in the future.

- Risk analysis frameworks are also increasingly considering multiple sources of, for example,
flooding and laboratories should consider how multiple drivers can be reproduced in the
laboratory.

Group 2 (Facilitated by Dr. Adrian Stanica)

- All European countries have similar problems in what concerns climate change;
- Today’s meeting gives the chance to different countries to collaborate in the near future;
- Measures can be designed and implemented only based on research results;
- Research results should be transformed in clearly formulated engineering solutions;
- Communicating the results of research is part of the success. When terms are too technical

information is lost. So much attention should be paid on communication;
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- Adaptation to climate change should not be understood as stopping climate change;
- Results should not only be good for policy makers but for politicians since they decide if the

investment is made;
- Knowledge sharing is not only economically driven; it is also an extra quality check;
- All countries are working more and more with the same concepts and products (e.g. flood risk

maps) in which European rules are a catalyst;
- Researchers can and should contribute more to communication between different end users,

policy makers and the public;
- Permanent and direct dialogue with administrators and decision makers is needed to

understand which are the necessities and needs to be studied;
- Scientists must be ready to provide results and solutions as soon as possible – even though with

a degree of uncertainty (taking care of the limits of uncertainty);
- There is a lack of knowledge in what regards the extreme events and how to deal with those

events; it needs to be understand better which are the new extreme forcings to be taken into
account (extreme waves, extreme floods, extreme draughts);

- For policy developers and politicians it is very important to get very clear explanations of the
results of research including the associated uncertainties.

Group 3 (Facilitated by Dr. Agustín Sanchez Arcilla)

- All European countries have to deal with climate change, but have different priorities. For
instance in The Netherlands flooding introduces higher risk levels while in Spain coastal erosion
is a first priority.

- We recognise the difference in investments in the various countries. In The Netherlands there is
a continuous investment while in Catalonia there has been no investment since 2008.

- Regarding ecological impact in Catalonia and Spain there is a high social concern for the
ecological impact associated to sand extraction while in The Netherlands people are interested
in going there and visiting the artificial nourishment operations. That may be because of the
many protected areas in the Spanish Mediterranean.

- In Spain, the sand is expected to be a key element in coastal management due to its scarcity.
- We agree to exchange information between the Catalonia and Dutch authorities including the

Cartographic Institute. For that purpose the Dutch representative recommends Deltares.
- The main factors for climate adaptation are considered to be storms and sea-level rise although

it  is  mentioned that  the higher  frequency of  occurrence of  more severe storms may also raise
awareness of the population.

- In areas with a relatively large tidal range the material dredged in entrance channels and
harbours can be used normally directly for nourishment (that applies to Portugal, Scotland and
The Netherlands). However in Spain the limited range of tides in the Mediterranean often makes
sand dredged from ports not suitable for nourishment due to biochemical quality.

- It is shared by all representatives the limited duration of the nourishments. In The Netherlands
they  are  designed  for  a  period  of  about  5  years,  while  for  hard  structures  the  life  time  is
designed from 25 years onwards.
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- It  is  recognised  the  importance  to  update  diagnostic  books  such  as  the  “Green  Book  of  the
Catalan Coast”. The Catalan representative expresses the intention of the Generalitat the
Catalunya (the autonomic Government) to update it.

- It is recognised that planning is not enough.
- The Dutch representative mentions that the bathymetric surveying in The Netherland is

permanent and indefinite.
- In The Netherlands the expected sea level rise is 85 cm by 2100 (average scenario).
- The Dutch Delta Committee (a National advisory board on water management) one of the main

conclusions for the Netherlands was: “problems of climate change are not acute but it is urgent
to tackle them”.

- The Catalan representatives mention that extreme river discharges are not a common problem
in our country although the question of floods and drafts affect the coast during the summer/fall
season.

- It is mentioned that the Catalan Government is updating the risk maps under climate change via
the “Cartographic Institute of Catalonia”.

- It is recognised that realignment is not popular in many countries, such as for instance Spain.
- It is mentioned that there are plans to keep on building new houses in the Mediterranean coast.

An example from the Ebro Delta is presented.
- It  is  recommended  to  carry  out  tests  in  HYDRALAB+  to  show  the  risk  levels  and  to  provide

scientific based information that circumvents the limited trust in political assessments. It is
considered that HYDRALAB+ could provide independent assessments. That means showing with
“independent” data what is going to happen under future climates.

- It is recommended to get in touch with the organizations providing risk maps as a direct way to
use our results. It is also suggested to set up a study to compare coastal defence policy in Spain,
the Netherlands, France, Portugal and the U.K. (all represented in the meeting).

- As a general recommendation it is suggested to make the uncertainty explicitly clear, based on
the “truth” associated to predictions and projections.

- It  is  also  recommended  to  look  at  existing  data  and  compare  with  past  predictions,  trying  to
derive the uncertainty from laboratory plus numerical experiments.

-  It is recommended to communicate the boundaries of uncertainty and what it would take to
decrease the uncertainty interval.

- It  is  recommended  to  present  the  results  even  if  there  is  uncertainty.  That  report  on  progress
and results is called in The Netherlands “Consequence Analysis”.

- It is also recommended to look at the evolution of uncertainty with time since it should decrease
as we go up the learning curve.

- It  is  recommended to stress  the importance of  a  continuous exchange of  information between
the producers of data/knowledge and those receiving it.

- It is acknowledged that classical engineering, which is permanent in time, will probably not be
sustainable and that there is a need for innovative solutions and for ranking investments.

- It is also recognised the importance of increasing resilience in the design and in the population
awareness.
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Concluding Remarks

Of course every country has to deal with its own geographical location, landscapes and specific
vulnerability referring to climate change and economic circumstances which determine the priorities.
It has been useful to see the various approaches, differences and similarities in between the
participating countries. International collaboration and the sharing of ideas will be of benefit to
many organisations and countries.

Working with natural processes is seen as potentially leading to flexible and resilient solutions, which
are increasingly being viewed positively.  It also introduces new criteria to be considered, including
visual impact, habitat creation, carbon capture and recreation. HYDRALAB+ participants are in a
position to provide additional sets of test results to improve understanding of such schemes and to
start to introduce new elements, such as vegetation or geo-tubes, which were not normally
considered in the laboratory in the past.

Based on the “truth” associated to predictions and projections it is recommended to make more
explicitly clear the uncertainty related to research results.

Researchers can and should contribute more to communication between different end users, policy
makers and the public. Permanent and direct dialogue with administrators and decision makers is
needed to understand which are the necessities and needs to be studied.
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APPENDIXES:

1. List of Participants
2. Power Point Presentations of the representatives of Poland, Romania, Spain, UK and the

Netherlands
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Flood Risk Management Plans in Water
Region of Lower Vistula River Regional
Water Management Board in Gdańsk

area and Maritime Office Gdynia

Plany ochrony przeciwpowodziowej w
Regionie Wodnym Dolnej Wisły

RZGW Gdańsk i Urzędu Morskiego w Gdyni

1 1
REGIONALNY ZARZĄD GOSPODARKI WODNEJ w GDAŃSKU

Polish Sea Areas
general information

• Overall area of the Baltic Sea
• Exclusive Economic Zone
• Territorial Sea
• Rate of Polish sea waters per the overall area of

the Baltic Sea

– 415 000 km²

– 22 634 km²

– 8 622 km²

– 7 %

POLISH MARITIME
ADMINISTRATION

Minister
responsible for maritime economy
(Minister of Maritime Economy and

Inland Navigation)

Director
Maritime

Office
in Gdynia

Director
Maritime Office

in Słupsk

Director
Maritime

Office
in Szczecin

Maritime Administration of the RP
(areas of activities)

Obszary Morskie RP 32 202,57 km2
Morze Terytorialne 8 681,68 km2
Polskie Granice Morskie 524 km
Długość Linii Brzegowej 634 km

Anna Stelmaszyk-Świerczyńska
Urząd Morski w Gdyni

Territorial competences of the Maritime Office in Gdynia
Total coastline length - 350 km
Aera of technical belt - 3880 ha including approx.  950 ha of forests

6
REGIONALNY ZARZĄD GOSPODARKI WODNEJ w GDAŃSKU 6

RZGW Gdańsk
Regional Water Management Board in Gdańsk area.

(zasięg obszarowy RZGW Gdańsk)
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Documents for Flood Risk Management
Dokumenty planistyczne z zakresu

zarządzania ryzykiem powodziowym

Wstępna ocena ryzyka
powodziowego

Preliminary Rating of the
Flood Risk

Mapy zagrożenia i mapy
ryzyka powodziowego

Maps of the Flood Risk

Przegląd i aktualizacja co
6 lat; Overview and

update every 6 years
do 22 grudnia 2017 r.

Przegląd i aktualizacja co
6 lat; Overview and

update every 6 years
do 22 grudnia 2019 r.

Plan zarządzania
ryzykiem powodziowym
Flood Risk Management

Plan

Przegląd i aktualizacja co
6 lat; Overview and

update every 6 years
do 22 grudnia 2021 r.

Reporting continuity to EU

Continuity of flood risk management

Kompetencje Dyrektora RZGW i Dyrektora właściwego
Urzędu Morskiego w zakresie ochrony przeciwpowodziowej

Flood protection competences of RWMB Director and
Maritime Office Director

– Planistyczne (Planning)
• Plan zarządzania ryzykiem powodziowym Regionu Wodnego Dolnej Wisły

(PZRP od strony morza- Minister właściwy ds. gospodarki morskiej)
– Wstępna ocena ryzyka powodziowego ( KZGW dla rzek; WORP od strony

morza- Minister właściwy ds. gospodarki morskiej)
– Mapy zagrożenia powodziowego i mapy ryzyka powodziowego (KZGW,

Dyrektorzy Urzędów Morskich)

– Utrzymaniowe (jako administrator cieków) (Maintenance)
• W zakresie ochrony przeciwpowodziowej
• Centrum Operacyjne
• W zakresie ochrony brzegów morskich Dyrektor Urzędu Morskiego

8 8

Planning documents in water management

• Water Management Plans –
actualization

• National Water-
Environmental Program
(Program

Wodno-Środowiskowy
Kraju)

• WORP (Preliminary
Flood Risk
Assessment)

• MZP (Flood Threats
Maps) & MRP (Flood
Risk Maps)

• PZRP (Flood Risk
Management Plans)
for catchments and
water regions

9

Ramowa
Dyrektywa

Wodna
Water Framework

Directive

Dyrektywa
Powodziowa

Flood Directive

Dyrektywa
Morska

Maritime Directive

� National Marine Waters
Protection Plan
(Krajowy Program
Ochrony Wód
Morskich)

10

Marine and inland waters flood risk
map

• poziom wody o prawdopodobieństwie
przewyższenia 1% w oparciu o dane statystyczne z
wielolecia

• wzrost poziomu morza wywołany prognozowanymi
zmianami klimatycznymi (do roku 2030,
przyjęto wartość = 5cm

• wpływ falowania
• Inwestycje (2011 – 2014)

11

Plan zarządzania ryzykiem powodziowym
w Regionie Wodnym Dolnej Wisły w tym od wód morskich

• Zawiera:
– analizę WORP,
– mapy zagrożenia i mapy ryzyka powodziowego wraz z wnioskami z ich analizy,
– opis celów zarządzania ryzykiem powodziowym,
– katalog działań służących osiągnięciu celów zarządzania ryzykiem powodziowym

• Kładzie nacisk na:
– zapobieganie, ochronę, systemy wczesnego ostrzegania, działania na rzecz zrównoważonego

zagospodarowania przestrzennego, retencję wód oraz kontrolowane zalewanie

• Ustalenia PZRP uwzględnia się w dokumentach planistycznych tj. SUiKZP, MPZP i innych

• Opracowywanie planów zarządzania ryzykiem powodziowym i ich przeglądy przeprowadza się w
sposób skoordynowany z planami gospodarowania wodami

• Dokument strategiczny jako podstawa do finansowania inwestycji ze środków UE

AnalYSIS
OF MZP &
MRP

12

HOTSPOT

E K S P E R
T

A N A L Y S I
S

Assessment of flood threats and risks

P
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s
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Hotspots
Szacunkowy koszt inwestycji w I cyklu

planistycznym (oddziaływanie rzek i morza)

• ilość HOTSPOT-ów – 17
• szacunkowy koszt - 1 250 750 000,00 zł

14

Jastarnia

Erozja brzegów morskich

Hotspots – problem focused areas in Pomeranian Province based on
Lower Vistula River water region

15

Inwestycje
Strategic Investment

Wytypowanie inwestycji
strategicznych

Inwestycje konieczne do realizacji w I cyklu
planistycznym

(wraz z listą inwestycji buforowych)

CBA
Cost-Benefit Analisys

Analiza kosztów i korzyści CBA
Lista rankingowa HOT-SPOT wraz z

przewidzianymi dla nich inwestycjami

MCA
Multi-criteria  Analisys
Analiza wielokryterialna MCA

Wybór optymalnego wariantu rozwiązania
problemu w danym obszarze problemowym

(HOT-SPOT)

Selection and choice of activities to be carried out

Żuławy Program – 2030
Program „Complex flood protection of Żuławy until 2030 (including 2015
stage)” called Program Żuławski (Żuławy Program) – 2030” – Strategic
document

II stage – Activities Plan for II stage (2014-
2020) as recommendation for PZRP (Flood
Risk Management Plan)

Main goal of the Program – Increase of flood protection
effectivity stimulating potential growth for sustainable

development of Żuławy

Poprawa
rozpoznania
zagrożenia

powodziowego
i możliwości

przeciwdziałania

Zwiększenie
znaczenia

„naturalnych”
metod ochrony
przeciwpowodzi

owej

Zwiększenie
świadomości

społeczeństwa  oraz
administracji
o zagrożeniu

powodziowym

Poprawa
struktur

organizacyjnych
ochrony

przeciwpowodzi
owej

i zarządzania
ryzykiem
powodzi

Przebudowa,
odbudowa
i budowa

przeciwpowodziow
ych urządzeń
technicznych

CELE
SZCZEGÓŁO

WE

16

Type of activities recommended
for the Flood Risk Management
Plan:
• Reconfiguration of flow control

structures – groins on Vistula river
• Construction of flood gates
• Redesign of Vistula River mouth  –

II Stage
• Construction of ice breaking vessels
• Construction/redesign of pumping

stations
• Redesign/lifting of levees
• Redesign/rehabilitation of river and

canal beds

17Fig. Priority activities in II stage divided into problem
focused areas

Żuławy Program – 2030
Activities plan for the II stage (2014-
2020)

Estimated costs of priority tasks
implemented in II stage of Żuławy

Program – 2030
581 950 000 PLN

Areas under the risk of flood
Krynica Morska

Anna Stelmaszyk-Świerczyńska
Urząd Morski w Gdyni
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Areas under the risk of flood -
Krynica Morska-orthophotomap

Anna Stelmaszyk-Świerczyńska
Urząd Morski w Gdyni

Areas under the risk of flood-Krynica Morska –
digital model of the ground – modelling outcome
shows possibility of flood

Anna Stelmaszyk-Świerczyńska
Urząd Morski w Gdyni

Thank you for your
attention
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Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Authority

Danube Delta
Impacts of Climate Change and related

possible adaptation and protection measures

TULCEA- ROMANIA

DANUBE DELTA – Life with respect for nature!®

Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Authority

Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve

DANUBE DELTA BIOSPHERE RESERVE
Landscape components (more than

400 lakes, channels, forests, sand
dunes, beaches, etc. )

Biodiversity (30 type of ecosystems,
More than 7200 flora and fauna

species)
Natural resources (eg. Fishing, Reed)

Climate (Continental-temperate: 11.0
- 11.6°C, Annual sunshine: 2,300-
2,400 hours/ year, Annual rainfall:

350-450 mm)
Human settlements (Rural

settlements: 25, urban settlements: 1
(Sulina), Ethnical structure: about 20

nationalities )

Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Authority

n Establishment: 1990
n Surface: 580,000 ha

OBJECTIVES:
n Conservation and protection of

existing natural heritage
n Sustainable use of natural

resources

Strictly protected areas: 50 600 ha
Buffer zones : 223 300 ha
Economic zones : 306 100 ha
Ecological restoration : 15 025 ha

Agriculture polders : 39 974 ha
Fish ponds : 39 567 ha
Artificial forests : 6 442 ha

Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve

Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Authority

The most common landscape unit represented by associations reed, 156,000 ha, forming
the largest compact reed areas in the world (Rudescu, L., 1965).

§Natural habitat;

§Provision of reed (for cutting), used mainly for thatched roofs, and craft products, fiber for paper

production;

§Wastewater purification (treatment system);

§Retention/Stabilization of sediments;

§Green coastal protection, diminishing wave energy

Reed

Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Authority

• Climate change

• 0.30 - 0.53 ° C / decade

Seasonal and annual mean temperature trend between 1961-2014

The current situation in the Danube Delta in terms of Climate Change

Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Authority

• Driest region in Romania

• Desertification

Trend Seasonal and annual quantities of rainfall between 1961-2014

The current situation in the Danube Delta in terms of Climate Change
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Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Authority

•

• supervision of the natural capital’s evolution;
• conservation of the Danube Delta biological diversity and genetic resources;
• assisting the decisions of the socio-economical management in order to guarantee:

- prevention of the deterioration of the natural capital of the Danube Delta Biosphere
Reserve;

- that the natural capital productive capacity is not exceeded;

- that the support capacity of the natural capital is not exceeded;

- the substantiation and achievement of the natural capital recovery of deteriorated
components.

The objectives of the integrated monitoring system:

Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Authority

The conceptual model of the integrated monitoring system involves 2 main
components: data obtaining system and data management system.

The selection of the domains and parameters of the integrated monitoring
system is based on causal concepts, aiming the identification of impact factors
that could determine the lack of balance of the Danube Delta systems.

The selected domains included in the integrated monitoring system
are:

1. climate and air quality;
2. hydrology;
3. hydrobiology;
4. water quality;
5. soil quality;
6. biodiversity;
7. natural resources;
8. economic activities;
9. human population.

The objectives of the integrated monitoring system:

Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Authority

1. An integrated hydrological model that will estimate the contribution and
influence of rainfall on the flow and intake of possible seepage from
underground or underground in adjacent channels;

2. The hydrodynamics modeling channel / ecosystem flowing waters.
Modelling will perform only those channels with active movement of water
identified as having a significant impact on water flow and importance in
terms of sediment transport and the impact of these factors on biodiversity
and airworthiness Hydro.

3. Modeling 2D and 3D hydrodynamic simulation of flow through the lakes -
will shape the impact on those lakes with sediment transport process.

DDBRA Objectives

Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Authority

Major interest in cooperating with research
institutions and involving research in
solving the daily management issues

Permanent support for research projects

Examples of ongoing projects

DDBRA Objectives

Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Authority

n assessing the cross-sectoral and
economy-wide impacts and
vulnerability of coastal systems at
local, regional and global scales

n dealing with erosion under SLR
scenarios – 2100 (Bruun)

Ongoing projects

Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Authority

Proposed structural measures for coastal protection (inputs from FP7
RISES-AM)

Combined measures:
- Increase the circulation of water and sediments by permanent dredging of
- Channels (channelization, as from Giosan et al., 2013)
- Develop “green” reedbed coastal protection stripes, combined with
- artificial reefs on the offshore
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Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Authority

• Reed beds as green coastal defense. A case study in the Razelm-Sinoe

Lagoon System, Romania – the role of reed beds in wave attenuation

(comparison between the two sites)

• Seasonal variation of water turbidity in the Razelm-Sinoe Lagoon – link to satellite

data (Landsat 8 and Sentinel 2)

• Wave climate in a large lagoon system – the case of the Razelm Sinoe Lagoon

System

• MI-SAFE (under development in FP7 FAST) - state-of-the-art tool to be used for

data collection & storage & integration of Earth Observation, field measurements

and modelling – to be  further developed and implemented with the stakeholders in

local case studies

Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Authority

Needs from the scientific
community

n Support in the development and use of an efficient and easy
to use 3D hydrological model

n Support in finding best methods for renaturation and habitat
reconstruction

n Quick and sound scientific support in implementing
sustainability in a Biosphere Reserve

n Support in quantifying the impacts of climate change and
human interventions on the evolution of the Danube Delta
ecosystems

n Permanent cooperation in giving quick and precise answers to
the many punctual questions permanently arising in front of
the DDBRA managers

n Direct communication and dialogue

Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve Authority

THANK YOU!
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PREPARING THE SPANISH MEDITERRANEAN COAST
AGAINST STORMS

TO MAKE COMPATIBLE DIFFERENT USES

FOR CLIMATE CHANGE

María R. Toledano
Head of the Demarcación de Costas en Cataluña (Barcelona)

(World Resources Institute)

COUNTRY RANK Km Coast/area
ratio (m/km²)

 Spain 5 (EU)
34 (World)

7,268 14.6

Competences of CA (among others): Littoral Plan (storms) –21.5 M€–, Management Plans,
Climate Change Strategies

http://www.magrama.gob.es/en/costas/temas/default.aspx

2000 km of beaches, 1271 km low lying coast.
10 Autonomic Governments, 487 municipalities
More than the 35% of the population live in the coast.
Economic activity importance.

The Spanish coast
Coastal Authorities in Spain

Our knowledge

http://www.magrama.gob.es/en/

The problem:
•Sediment source limited
•Storm impacts
•Backshore land use interaction

The Solution:
•Beach nourishment (112.000m3)
•Sand bags headland control

The budget:
•1.15 M€

Littoral Plan 2015 example

The problem:
•Sediment source limited
•Storm impacts
•Backshore land use interaction

The Solution:
•Beach nourishment (112.000m3)
•Sand bags headland control

The budget:
•1.15 M€

Littoral Plan 2015 example

The problem:
•Sediment source limited
•Storm impacts
•Backshore land use interaction

The Solution:
•Beach nourishment (112.000m3)
•Sand bags headland control

The budget:
•1.15 M€

Littoral Plan 2015 example
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Management plans example

High Priority

Medium Priority

Low Priority

Law 2/2013, 29th May

Climate Change actions

Protection
Accommodation

Retreat
Education
Research

Climate Change actions Climate Change actions

Climate Change actions HYDRALAB+    &  Coastal Policy
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Nov 2001 storm

Port
Premià
de MarNPort el

Masnou

Campo de
Posidonia
Oceanica

HYDRALAB+    &  Coastal Policy

––

HYDRALAB+    &  Coastal Policy

PREPARING THE SPANISH MEDITERRANEAN COAST
AGAINST STORMS

TO MAKE COMPATIBLE DIFFERENT USES

FOR CLIMATE CHANGE

María R. Toledano
Head of the Demarcación de Costas en Cataluña (Barcelona)
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The Catalan Coastal Zone   under present and future climates      Xavier Berga
xavier.berga@gencat.cat                                                                 General Subdirector of Coasts, Generalitat de Catalunya

Need to determine:

• Driving terms and coastal responses
• Land planning and social requirements
• Management strategies and sustainability
criteria

Green book of the Catalan Coast

Projects for coastal
interventions and
decisions

The Catalan Coastal Zone   under present and future climates      Xavier Berga
xavier.berga@gencat.cat                                                                 General Subdirector of Coasts, Generalitat de Catalunya

Characterize status of Catalan CZ
which serves as basic reference
for projects, planning and
management

Under present conditions and as
support for future decisions

Indicators of coastal state and
recommendations

Homogeneous criteria to evaluate
impacts

MAIN OBJECTIVES

The Catalan Coastal Zone   under present and future climates      Xavier Berga
xavier.berga@gencat.cat                                                                 General Subdirector of Coasts, Generalitat de Catalunya

COASTAL CELLS

Km coast No Sectors
Girona 53 7
Barcelona 79 9
Tarragona 118 6

The Catalan Coastal Zone   under present and future climates      Xavier Berga
xavier.berga@gencat.cat                                                                 General Subdirector of Coasts, Generalitat de Catalunya

Aggregated volume change (loss) in the coastal sector : -152,000 m3/y

Illustration with Malgrat beach

Volume (cubic meters/year) of erosion (red) or accretion (green)

The Catalan Coastal Zone   under present and future climates      Xavier Berga
xavier.berga@gencat.cat                                                                 General Subdirector of Coasts, Generalitat de Catalunya

Summary (1995-2005 data) of catalan beaches and their condition
MD Very bad (average evolution rate ≤ -1,5 m/yr)
D Bad (average evolution rate between -1,5 m/yr and -0,5 m/yr)
EQ Equilibrium (average evolution rate between -0,5 m/yr and ≤ 0,5 m/yr)
B Good (average evolution rate between 0,5 m/yr and 1,5 m/yr)
MB Very good (average evolution rate >1,5 m/yr)

The Catalan Coastal Zone   under present and future climates      Xavier Berga
xavier.berga@gencat.cat                                                                 General Subdirector of Coasts, Generalitat de Catalunya

Next steps in Coastal Planning (among others)

j) The incorporation of measures to adapt to climate change effects, according to
established strategies and policies.

k) The setting of precise and sound criteria on investment priorities within the
territorial scope of the Coastal Management Plan.
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The Catalan Coastal Zone   under present and future climates      Xavier Berga
xavier.berga@gencat.cat                                                                 General Subdirector of Coasts, Generalitat de Catalunya

Large scale facility in Europe since 1996/ICTS Spain since 2006

Supported by: Laboratory experiments/Field data/Numerical models

The Catalan Coastal Zone   under present and future climates      Xavier Berga
xavier.berga@gencat.cat                                                                 General Subdirector of Coasts, Generalitat de Catalunya

Wave height decay and beach profile evolution (under present climate)
With lab data (CIEM flume)
With field data (Pont del Petroli)
With numerical modelling

Erosive waves in the UPC flume (BNA) Erosive waves in coastal pier Pont Petroli (BNA)
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The Environment Agency

Eleanor Blundell
FCRM Advisor
Environment Agency – UK
20th September 2016

Hydralab+ Event
Gdansk

2

Overview
Who we are – roles, responsibilities, remit
How we manage flood risk
Climate change adaptation
Adaptation examples
Influencing decision making
Projects

3

The Environment Agency:
Roles and Remit

Government Agency in England
Regulator and operator of water, waste, carbon,
biodiversity and flooding.
Flood and Coastal Risk Management duties

4

Who the Environment Agency work
with - FCRM

5

How do we manage flood risk?

6

Understanding the
future risks

Climate change
Biggest challenge we
face
First assessment of
climate risks:

More river flooding
More surface water
flooding
Rising sea levels
Accelerated coastal
erosion
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7

Opportunities and challenges
Ensuring a climate
resilient Environment
Agency
Improving
community resilience
Collaborative
working
Incident response

9

Climate change adaptation
Resilience & integration

10

Climate change adaptation
Resilient asset design

11

Climate change adaptation –
realignment and relocation

Medmerry managed realignment
12

How to influence the decision making
process with research

Who is the audience?
Accessible information
Understandable outputs
Clear mapping
Clear visuals
Non-technical
Context – how will this help?
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13

Mixed beaches
Wave overtopping
calculation methods
Long period wave modelling
Intertidal habitats and flood and
coastal erosion risk benefits

Future projects:
Potentials for physical modelling
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Flood Defence in the
Netherlands

Roeland Hillen, Director Flood Protection
Programme

Hydrolab+ workshop policy makers

Hydrolab+, Gdansk September 20th 2016

Flood Defence in the Netherlands

• Flood Defence Policy

• Flood Protection Programme

• Hydraulic Expertise and Research

Hydrolab+,  Gdansk September 20th 2016

Flood Defence Policy (1)

The Netherlands                                   Rising Sea Level
1200 y. ago Sinking surface level

Hydrolab+, Gdansk September 20th 2016

Flood Defence Policy (2)
Examples of floods in the Netherlands

Hydrolab+, Gdansk September 20th 2016

1995: Near flood disaster in river area: over  250.000
people and 2 million cattle evacuated

1996: National Law on Flood Defence;
- safety standards
- governance & finance
- 5 y. assessment water defences

Flood Defence Policy (3)

Hydrolab+, Gdansk September 20th 2016

2008: Delta committee on
Water Management
- Looking 100 y. ahead
- National and regional

tasks
- New safety standards
- Delta Programme, Delta

Fund, Delta Decisions,
Delta Commissionar

Flood Protection

Hydrolab+, Gdansk September 20th 2016

Micro instability Inside stability Outside stability

Height Liquifaction Revetments

Failure mechanisms

Piping and Heave
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Flood Protection Programme (2)
• New safety standards:  flood risk / dike ring approach

Hydrolab+, Gdansk September 20th 2016

Innovations Pilots                       Reconnaissance studies

Hydraulic Expertise and Research (1)

Hydrolab+, Gdansk September 20th 2016

• Managing uncertainties
- hydraulic conditions
- ‘made to measure’ solutions

• Understanding failure mechanisms
- piping, liquifaction, peaty subsoils
- full scale field pilots

• Flexible and resilient solutions
- sand nourishment, Building with Nature, Room for the River
- multi purpose solutions

Hydraulic Expertise and Research (2)

Hydrolab+, Gdansk September 20th 2016

Example 1:

• Over 3 y. and more
than € 10 m.

• Research vs project

• Presentation of results
(‘less is more’)

Hydraulic Expertise and Research (3)

Hydrolab+, Gdansk September 20th 2016

Example 2: Monitoring
Building with Nature
project

• Sand nourishment inland
lake conditions

• Morfology and habitat
development

• Opportunities for nature
and other functions




